
Y7 French 2023_2024 PLCS 

Y7 French Autumn RED  AMBER GREEN 

AUT:1 I can greet people in French       

AUT:2 I can say the French alphabet       

AUT:3 I can French phonics rules       

AUT:4 I can count to 21       

AUT:5 I can say how old I am       

AUT:6 I can say the days of the week       

AUT:7 I can say the months of the year       

AUT:8 I can say when my birthday is       

AUT:9 I can describe what is in my bag       

AUT:10 I can use classroom language       

AUT:11 I can say what is in my classroom       

AUT:12 I can recognise colours       

AUT:13 I understand how adjectival agreement works       

AUT:14 I can name animals       

AUT:15 I can count to 100       

 

Y7 French Spring  RED AMBER GREEN 

SPRING:1 I can talk about brothers and sisters       

SPRING:2 I can talk about age       

SPRING:3 I can describe hair and eyes       

SPRING:4 I can talk about likes and dislikes       

SPRING:5 I can describe myself       

SPRING:6 I can describe others       

SPRING:7 I know how to use infinitives       

SPRING:8 I know how to use regular -er verbs       

SPRING:9 I can tell the time       

SPRING:10 I can name school subjects       

SPRING: 11 I can give opinions about school subjects       

SPRING:12 I can name clothes       

SPRING:13 I can say what I wear to school       

SPRING:14 I can use adjectival agreement       

SPRING:15 I can describe my school day       

SPRING:16 I can say what I eat for breakfast       
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Y7 French Summer  RED AMBER GREEN 

SUMMER:1 I can talk about the weather       

SUMMER:2 I can name seasons       

SUMMER:3 I can talk about sports       

SUMMER:4 I can talk about what others play       

SUMMER:5 I can use negatives       

SUMMER:6 I can talk about what activities I do using the verb faire       

SUMMER:7 I can talk about what I like doing       

SUMMER:8 I can describe where I live       

SUMMER:9 I can name rooms in a house       

SUMMER:10 I can use the present tense to say what I do at the weekend       

SUMMER:11 I can understand directions       

SUMMER:12 I know how to use the near future tense       

SUMMER:13 I know about Bastille Day       

 

 

 


